Honey? Does this format make my data look fat?
Lori MacVittie, 2008-09-07

CNet is reporting that Google is ditching XML for a faster, more compact alternative known as ProtocolBuffers. I'm going
to type this post really fast before Don ﬁnds out and starts laughing at me because he's always had this thing against
XML, claiming it was too bloated and slow.
Apparently Google, the 800-pound gorilla, is on Don's side of this argument, as it just blogged about its newest creation,
ProtocolBuffers.
From CNet's Blog Post
Google thought of using XML as a lingua franca to send messages between its different servers. But XML can be
complicated to work with and, more signiﬁcantly, creates large ﬁles that can slow application performance.
I disagree with the statement that it is XML that creates large ﬁles. No, no it's not. It's people that create large ﬁles in a
data format, and that can happen regardless of whether it's binary or not. If you've ever worked in digital cartography or
drafting, then you know what I'm talking about. AutoCAD ﬁles are huge, and they're binary. It's the application and the
people designing the application combined with the amount of data
that's being stored or transferred that determines whether a ﬁle will
end up large or small. While binary is almost always more compact
and more efﬁcient than XML, it isn't always the case, nor is it
inevitable that XML ﬁles will end up large and bloated.
Bad code can be just as inefﬁcient and slow and bloated as
inefﬁcient use of a data format. I'm not saying Google's engineers
have written bad code or that they are going to write bad code. In
fact they probably won't given their track record. But blaming poor
performance on a data format is like blaming poor car performance
on the car's frame. There's just too many other factors that go into
application performance to single out a data format. Network
conditions, server load, server platform, coding techniques, etc...
can all impact the performance of an application positively and
negatively.
While it's certainly likely that Google will see an improvement in
performance by moving to its new data exchange format, it's going
to be losing at the same time. It's losing the simple integration and interoperability that comes from a standards-based
technology like XML. We've been moving away from EAI-like technology that requires coding and development to
integrate applications since the advent of SOA, so it's surprising to see such a services-oriented organization like Google
move back into the dark ages of integration with this decision. XML became the lingua-franca of integration because it's
much easier to integrate into a meta-data driven architecture, which is really one of the foundational pillars of Web 2.0
and SOA.
I will admit that ProtocolBuffers are intriguing and that given the performance needs of an organization like Google it very
well may be necessary for it to move away from XML due at least in part to the performance of modern parsers to
something more processor efﬁcient, which certainly sounds like ProtocolBuffers. But it's the rare organization that needs
that kind of speed and, for the most part, XML will continue to suit the majority of folks just ﬁne.
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